The One Year Plan
Parent’s Guide for Helping Children Succeed in School

1. Love and Logic parents remember that parents can’t teach for teachers and teachers can’t parent for parents. Remember that teachers and parents can’t learn for kids no matter how much we love them.

2. Show the same amount of love for your children regardless of their success in school.
   a. Show sadness rather than anger when they have trouble at school.

3. Expect your children to do their share of the chores at home.

4. Spend some time each day talking with excitement about your work and your day. They will want to imitate you and will soon begin to talk about school and their day.

5. Take turns reading to each other every day.

6. Have your children teach you something they have learned at school. Do this once per week.

7. Encourage your children to do things that “charge their batteries.” Encourage them to try many different activities as a way of discovering interests and talents.
   a. Remind them that they will build their careers around their talents, not around their weaknesses.

8. Provide a time and place for homework. Expect that they will study. Allow them to study either by writing the assignments or thinking hard about them for a reasonable amount of time.

9. Don’t pay your children for good grades and don’t punish for bad grades. Be excited about the good grades and sad for the children about their bad grades.

10. Have your children bring home papers.
   a. Look at the right answers instead of the wrong ones.
   b. Don’t correct the wrong answers—leave this for the teacher.
   c. Have your children explain the reasons for the answers being right. If they don’t know, give them three choices:
      i. You cheated?
      ii. You tried hard?
      iii. You are getting smarter in that subject?

11. Expect this Love and Logic program to take about one year before you see good results. Remember that children who have a hard time at school...
need to get away from it for a while each day. More homework and problems at home about school won’t help.

a. Don’t complain to teachers that they should give this child more homework.

b. Use this program instead and you will see amazing results in one year.

c. Fight with your children and their teachers about homework and the problem will still be there in years to come.

12. Love and Logic parents remember that highly successful people put most of their efforts into their talents and maintain minimal standards on everything else.

Jim Fay is one of America’s most sought-after presenters and authors in the area of parenting and school discipline. His background includes 31 years as a teacher and administrator, over three decades as a professional consultant, and many years as the parent of three children. Jim’s sense of humor and infectious spirit have made his interviews, audios, videos, and books popular with educators and parents as well as the national news media. Jim has discovered that fun stories are the most powerful way of helping people learn. He often comments, “People seem to learn best when they giggle.” You will find this delightful quality in many of our Love and Logic products.